into battle
House that we have come together upon a foreign policy upon
which all are now agreed, a foreign policy which the two dictator
States deeply deprecate. Therefore, I say that we count largely in
their thoughts.
If you wish to check this by examination, see how oddly they
have timed various strokes which have been made in the recent past
for occasions when the House has risen and the Members are on their
holidays. Take the latest of all, the Albanian outrage at Easter.
It was nicely timed for the moment when it was known that
Parliament was scattered, when the Ministers were scattered—
and when the Mediterranean Fleet, unfortunately, was scattered,
too. They timed it for that purpose. Then look at last year, when
we parted in similar circumstances to the present. Until then
there were no suspicious troop movements in Germany. It was
only then that there began all these movements for the pretended
peaceful purposes of a local manoeuvre. It may sound rather a
vain thing for a Member of Parliament to say, but it seems to me
that this House is a recognised addition to the defences of Great
Britain, that we are safer when the House is sitting, and that the
power and will of this House count very much, and, properly com-
manded, will reinforce the power of His Majesty's Government.
Therefore, it seems to me that it would be regrettable if we were
to go out of action just at a time when the situation is becoming
most acute.
I would not press this argument so far as to suggest that if the
House goes on sitting night and day there will be no crisis. That
would, indeed, be exaggerating the argument, but I have the
feeling that things are in a great balance, and that even minor
matters of a favourable character cannot be neglected if they can
be thrown in on the right side of the scale. Therefore, I should
regret it very much if we were now to pass a Resolution scattering
ourselves to the winds till October. This is an odd moment for
the House to declare that it will go on a two months7 holiday. It
is only an accident that our summer holidays coincide with the
danger months in Europe, when the harvests have been gathered,
and when the powers of evil are at their strongest. The situation
in Europe is graver than, it was at this time last year. The German
Government have already 2,000,000 men under arms actually
incorporated in their Army. When the new class joins before the
end of August more than 500,000 will be added to this number
automatically. All along the Polish frontier from Danzig to
Cracow there are heavy massings of troops, and every preparation
is being made for a speedy advance. There are five German divisions
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